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Dan Barsky to Present in Knowledge Group
Webinar on Royalty Damages

9.25.17
 

Miami partner Dan Barsky will present during a Knowledge Group webinar titled “Determining
Reasonable Royalty Damages: Fundamentals, Methodologies, and Key Issues Explored” on Friday,
September 29, from 12 to 1:30 p.m.

This webinar offers an overview of the methodologies and latest issues on reasonable royalty
damages in U.S. patent litigation. Presenters will delve into the current trends and recent court
rulings involving the Determination of Reasonable Royalty Damages and explore the potential
pitfalls and best practices in a rapidly evolving legal climate.

Click here for more information or to register for the webinar.

About Daniel J. Barsky

Daniel Barsky is a partner in the Miami office of Shutts & Bowen LLP where he is a member of the
Intellectual Property Practice Group. He regularly represents clients in intellectual property and
commercial litigation matters. Daniel has worked on matters that range from data breach and trade
secret theft, to pharmaceutical price fixing, pharmaceutical development, technology patents, and
novel issues regarding the short-term rental marketplace. In addition to his litigation and counseling
work, Daniel is a registered patent attorney with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and regularly
prosecutes patents, trademarks, and copyrights for clients.

About The Knowledge Group

The Knowledge Group was established in 2005 with the mission to produce unbiased, objective, and
educational live format CLE CPE webcasts that examine industry trends and regulatory changes from
a variety of perspectives.

Today the Knowledge Group produces over 200 webcasts annually for the Legal, Tax, Finance, Risk,
Compliance and Human Resources professions. The goal is to deliver a unique multilevel analysis of
important issues affecting businesses in a highly focused format. Many of the courses are eligible for
CLE CPE webcasts.

Learn more here.
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